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Name:                                                 Date:                                        

“Inventions: Then and Now” Questions

____  1. The difference in telephones between then and now is: 
a. Fewer people use telephones now.
b. Now telephones are trumpet-shaped.  
c. Wireless phones can be carried.
d. Then, people all over the world used cell phones.

____  2. All of the following are examples of how televisions have changed,
except:
a. Now televisions can have flat screens.  
b. Now screens show pictures in color.
c. TVs today have remote controls.
d. TVs today have poor sound.

____  3. How is a clock from long ago different then a clock from today?
a. An abacus helped people keep time using a clock from long ago.
b. The moon helped people keep time using a clock from long ago.
c. The sun helped people keep time using a clock from long ago.
d. A wristwatch helped people keep time using a clock from long ago.

____  4. Which item below is an invention mentioned in this article?
a. calendar

 b. refrigerator
c. egg
d. calculator

____   5. Which invention mentioned in the article do you think has changed the 
most? Compare and contrast the old and new invention.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                            

            _____________________  
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“Inventions: Then and Now” Answer Sheet

Co/Co  1. The difference in telephones between then and now is: 
a. Fewer people use telephones now.
b. Now telephones are trumpet-shaped.  
c. Wireless phones can be carried.
d. Then, people all over the world used cell phones.

Co/Co  2. All of the following are examples of how televisions have changed,
 except:
a. Now televisions can have flat screens.  
b. Now screens show pictures in color.
c. TVs today have remote controls.
d. TVs today have poor sound.

Co/Co  3. How is a clock from long ago different then a clock from today?
a. An abacus helped people keep time using a clock from long ago.
b. The moon helped people keep time using a clock from long ago.
c. The sun helped people keep time using a clock from long ago.
d. A wristwatch helped people keep time using a clock from long ago.

Cl/Ca  4. Which item below is an invention mentioned in this article?
a. calendar
b. refrigerator
c. egg
d. calculator

Co/Co  5. Which invention mentioned in the article do you think has changed the 
most? Compare and contrast the old and new invention.

Answers will vary. Students should support their answer with evidence from the 
article. They should provide a specific example of how the old and new 
inventions are similar and different. 

Suggested Additional Vocabulary: length, trumpet-shaped, rack, recording
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